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SUMMARY

This preliminary report with recommendations for the 
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INTRODUCTION

Further to phone conversations with Mr, Mark Bath 

on July 23rd and 27th, and August 3rd, I visited the Mining 

Recorder and the Resident Geologist at Kirkland Lake on 

July2Sbh, and the Teckora property in Teck Township on 

August 5th.

During w visit to the property, with one helper, 

ve carried out a magnetic survey and a VLF electromagnetic survey 

on the north-south road west of and roughly parallel to the 

Amikougami Creek, a distance of 6500 feet, from the Ooldthorpe 

road north to the Creek crossing. This road crosses several 

claims on the property. (See attached nap 71-79)

A number of magnetic and VLF electromagnetic anomalies 

are located, indicating that a geophysical survey of the property 

is justified to locate conductive anomalies that may be shear and 

fault aoneo. In conjunction with a magnetic survey, structural 

and formational conditions may be located which could be favor 

able for gold and sulphide deposits. After a geophysical survey 

in studied follow-up drilling would be the next exploration step.
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Property, Description. Ownership and Location

Sixteen claim* comprise this contiguous group of 

daj ras numbered 317175 to 317190, The area is about 640 aores. 

They are located in the oentral west portion of feok Township.

The Mining Recorder's office in Kirkland Lake shows 

that the claims were recorded on May 25th, 1971* by Charles 

Thibodeau (Miner's Licence K1769G) of Kirkland Lake.

The surface topography on the property is fairly 

level. There are many rock outcrops. Low-growing brush oakes 

prospecting slow and tedious, except when the leaves are off 

the deciduous trees and brush, in the early Summer and late 

Fall.

Two hundred days assessment work must bs recorded 

for each claim during the next five years before May 25th, 1976. 

After 3200 d&ys of assessment work are recorded a renewable 

lease may be obtained from the Department of Mines, for these 

sixteen claims.

For the first year to May 25th, 1972, twenty days 

assessment work must be recorded on each claim. It is usual 

for the Department to permit an extension of tine up to one 

year for the performance and the recording of this assessment 

work if the application for this extension of tine is mads 

within thirty days before the due date and assurance of future 

performance is given. In the second year forty days assessment
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work must be recorded for each claim.

Three claim corners were located, 1-317177, 1-317175, 

and 2-317175, during the course of a one-day examination of the 

property and vicinity.

Mr. Mark Rash advises ae that all sixteen claims were 

transferred to Teckora Mines Limited on August 30, 1971.

Accessibility Climate and Local Resources

The property is readily accessible from Highway 66 at 

Chaput-Hughes, one mile west of Kirkland Lake. A black-topped 

road one quarter mile north to the Mtcassa Mine turns into a 

rough east-west gravel-based bush road that crosses the Amikougaml 

Creek one and one-half nilas from Chaput-Hughee. A north-south 

bush road starting 800 feet west of the Amikougami Creek bridge 

crosses several claims on the property at a distance of one-half 

mile north.

Electric power is available from Ontario Hydro power 

lines about one mile east of the property.

The Ontario Northland railroad from Noranda to Swastika 

passes within a half mile of the property to the southeast.

There are second growth trees on the property of 

sufficient sice to be useful for rough buildings and for some 

mining purposes.

Water is available all year from Amikougami Creek 

which crosses the property.
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The climate is typical of Northern Ontario, snow~ 

cover through December to April with temperatures which may 

be ae cold as 60* below zero F. for a few day*, usually in 

February. The growing season is from Mky to Septeaber in 

clusive with temperatures to 90* F, for a few days in July 

and August. The rainfall averages about 31 inches per year*

Little factual information about these claims is 

written up.

Old trenches and rook pits are found, some exposing 

quartz veins.
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GEOLOGY 

Regional Geology

Apparently structural control is nore important than 

the rook formations for the development of ore bodies in this 

area.

Precambrian rooks only are found in this local area. 

Keewatin acid and basic lavas, and tuffs and iron formation are 

the oldest rocks. Temiskaming sediments} trachyte, tuff and 

conglomsrate were laid down on the erosional surface of the 

older rocks.

All of these older formations have been violently 

folded so that they are now in a more or less vertical attitude. 

Their strike is more or less east-west with large variations, 

and they may be overfolded.

During Algoman time, large masses of syenite, granite, 

dioriteand g&bbro and related rocks intruded all of the older 

rocks. Carbonate zones developed during this period by replace 

ment of the existing rocks by siliceous carbonate material. The 

carbonatization process is believed to be related to the ore de 

position in some places.

Faulting, horizontal as well as vertical, is found in 

all parts of the area, striking in all directions, but with an 

east-west preference, and, with secondary north-south faults, 

These faults have most of their movement more recently than
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Algoman time. However, they Bay hare originally developed 

before or during the emplacement of the Algoman intrusive*, 

and in this case they may indicate zones of carbonatization 

and channelways for ore solutions.

Local Geology

On the sixteen claims comprising the Teckora group 

the rocks exposed are chiefly Algoman syenite and porphyry, 

and basic diorltee and gabbro. The older Keewatin lavas also 

outcrop.

These formations are about one mile north of the 

generally east-west Main Kirkland lake fault system which passes 

through the seven producing mines of the camp.

The Algoman intrusives in the south part of the claim 

group are similar to those in the gold producing part of the 

Kirkland Lake camp. The association of basic rocks and older 

lavas may be the loci for base metal deposits.

Many old trenches, some exposing quartz veins, art 

found on this property.

One old drill hole making water is directed north under 

an east-west creek depression on claim 317184. No information 

about the results of this drilling is available.

The Andkougami fault system is a north-south depression 

that could have a significant effect on mineral deposition. Ob 

viously the major movement of this fault system is mor* recent
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than the Algoman time of the intrusions of syenite, porphyry, 

diorite and gabbro and gold and other mineral deposition. But 

this fault system may be along an older line of weakness that 

could affect mineral deposition.

By modern concepts of mining exploration these claims 

are practically unexplored. Only rock outcrops were examined. 

More than 90# of the property is covered with overburden. The 

depressions between the outcrops should be prospected by geo 

physical methods as the first step in the exploration of this 

property.

Formations and Structure

The gold ore bodies have a closer relationship to 

structure than to rock types. In other words a structural con 

dition such as faulting, fracturing, shearing and brecciation is 

considered to be a more favorable location for carbonatization 

and gold veins than any particular rock type.

Favorable host rooks such as syenite and syenite porphyry 

were early considered to be the place to explore. Now we know that 

ore conditions nay develop in any rook type, with the exception of 

formations developed since Algoman time.

Gold Veins

Ooid deposits are found in fissure and quarts veins, 

quartz stockwork deposits, in carbonate cones, quartB-sulphide
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deposits in lavas and tuff B, sulphide deposit B and in talc- 

chlorite schists and in mineralised dike*. Quarts i* the 

principal gangue mineral. Secondary mineral* are sericite, 

carbonates, chlorite and pyrite.

It appeal's that gold was the last to be deposited. 

It is found native in the vein mineral*, and fractures, and 

with pyrite. It occurs in the telluride*, in calaverite (AuTej) 

and pot zit e (AgAu) 2?*. Silver is also found. Other minerals 

are chalcopyrite, hematite, galena, sphalerite, molybdenite, 

graphite, and the telluride* altaite (PbTe) coloradoite (HfTe) 

and melonite

Economic Considerations

We hope for gold veins and base metal deposits. On 

this property the formations are similar to those found in 

association with the gold occurrences in the producing nines. 

Base metal deposits are found associated with the rook types 

found on this property.

Favorable structural conditions appear to be the all- 

import *nt factors, with faulting, shearing, sohisting and breccia 

tion, as the controlling conditions.

A geological examination of the rocks outcropping on 

this property will be helpful in evaluating the geophysical con 

ductive and magnetic anomalies that will be found on this property,

Follow-up drilling will then determine the economic 

value of the anomalous cones.
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THE MAP

One nap accompanies this report, designated 71*79 

and dated August, 1971. It is traced from the Ontario Department 

of Mines claim nap, scale one inch equals 1320 feet.

This nap shows the boundaries of the numbered mining 

claims with relation to the mile posts on the west boundary of 

Teck Township, and the nearby creeks and lakes, and the access 

roads, and the railroad.

On the claims shown on this nap, the picket lines 

proposed for the positioning of the geophysical survey observa 

tions are laid out. This is somewhat more than ten miles of 

picket line, including the base- and the tie-lines.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The sixteen-elalm group is Just one mile north of 

the Main Kirkland Lake fault system on which the seven gold- 

producing mines are located. On the property the formations 

are similar and if structural conditions are also favorable 

it is believed that gold veins nay be found. Base metal 

deposits are also possible in the formations on this property.

The Amikougami Creek crossing this property is slg* 

nificantly in a straight line in a more or less north-south 

direction. This is interpreted to indicate a fault system 

which is likely of recent origin (since Algoman time), but 

it should not be overlooked as it may follow a more ancient 

line of weakness and faulting and movement.

Old trenches have exposed quarts veins. One drill 

hole is found. The Resident Geologist has no record of the 

results of this drilling.

Prom the reconnaissance geophysical examination it 

ir apparent that there vi11 be magnetic and electromagnetic 

anomalies traced on this property. Both of these methods 

systematically applied, and the results plotted, may show 

up important structural conditions related to gold and 

sulphide deposits.

It is recommended that the block of eleven claims 

numbered 317175 to 317185 be examined by means of an electro 

magnetic VLF receiver, and a sensitive magnetometer.
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It is also recommended that a grid of north-south 

lines, 400 feet apart, be laid out and cut on these eleven claims, 

with pickets established every 100 feet, marked with the design 

ation from a common origin, in order to position the geophysical 

observations. This is more than ten miles of picket line.

The line cutting cost will be more than |800 and the 

geophysical survey report vi 11 be about |1600. An estimate of 

the cost of this phase of the exploration is 13000.

It is expected that geophysical anomalies will be traced 

on this property, and they may be interpreted to indicate struct 

ural conditions which should be tested by drilling. Therefore, 

allowance should also be made for a minimum of 2000 feet of core- 

drilling. The cost of drilling on this property will be about 

|8. per foot, made up of |5. per foot for drilling, and another 

13. per foot for supervision, logging and assaying. The total 

cost for this drilling phase of the exploration if estimated to 

be about ft 16, 000,

Line cutting and geophysical survey | 3,000. 
Diamond drilling 116.000,

Estimated total cost 119,000. 

An appropriation of |19,OOQ, should be made to carry 

out the first phase of the exploration on this property. 

This report is,

Cobalt, Ontario 
August 30th, 1971
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CERTIFICATE OF QUALIFICATION

This is to certify that,

a/ I am self-employed as a geophysicist, My address is Box 293, 
Cobalt, Ontario, My birth place is St. Marys, Ontario and 
date is January 17th, 1906.

b/ I am a member in good standing of the Association of Professional 
Engineers of the Province of Ontario. For the last ten years I 
have specialised on mining property examinations in eastern 
Canada, especially around the Cobalt area.

c and d/ This preliminary report is based upon a visit to the 
Mining Recorder and the Resident Geologist at Kirkland Lake 
on July 23th to gather information about the property and 
its ownership status. Also, a one-day examination of the 
property and vicinity on August 5th, with one helper, during 
which we carried out magnetic and VLF electromagnetic re 
cordings to investigate the usefulness of a geophysical ex 
amination in this local area. Also, personal knowledge from 
past experience in this area.

@/ Background information is derived from "Fifty-seventh Annual 
Report Ontario Department of Mines, Volume LVII, Part 5* 1948", 
and, Ontario Department of Mines Mineral Resources Circular 
No. 3, "Mineral Resources and Mining Properties in the
Kirkland Lake-Larder Lake Area11 by W. 3. Savage.

l'/ l have not received and do not expect to receive any interest, 
directly or indirectly, in the property of this company or 
any affiliate, and do not beneficially own, directly or In 
directly, any securities of the company or any affiliate,
nor do l oxpect to receive any interest.

g/ This report is available for inspection by the public with 
the permission of the company, but excerpts from the report 
must have written approval to assure that thejE**ars" tM*L out 
of context.

Geop

Cobalt, Ontario 
August 30th, 1971
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REPORT ON THE VLF AND THE MAGNETIC 

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS ON THE PROPERTY OP

TECKORA MINES LIMITED 

TECK TOWNSHIP, ONTARIO

DIOE3T

The geophysical VLF and magnetic surveys completed in 

November and December, 1971, has recorded several anomalous con 

ditions that are interpreted as east-west conductive fractured 

or mineralized cones with some north-south cross-faulting 

evident. Geological considerations encourage the hope of 

finding gold or base metals in these cones.

A north-south anomaly is recorded at the Amikougami 

Creek on the property. Where east-west and north-south anomalous 

cones intersect may be a favorable loci for economic concentrations 

of minerals. A northerly-southerly fault cone is indicated between 

O and W0800.

Six exploratory drill holes are recommended to test 

these cones for economic minerals.
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REPORT ON THE VLF AND THE MAGNETIC 

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS ON THE PROPERTY OF

TECKORA MINES LIMITED 

TECK TOWNSHIP, ONTARIO

INTRODUCTION

After an inspection of the Teck Township property 

it was obvious that the property has some mineralogical and 

geological possibilities for ore deposition, and that a geo 

physical survey was the next step in the exploration.

Accordingly, Mr. T. D, Brown of North Cobalt con 

tracted to cut the lines to guide the geophysical examinations, 

He did an excellent Job of line cuttingj the lines were well 

cut out, and the marking pickets were conspicuous and firmly 

planted in the ground. He turned in a map dated December 2nd, 

1971 showing the picket lines and other information regarding 

the topography and the mining claims.

The geophysical surveys were carried out during 

November and December, 1971.

The topography is fairly level. The timber is all 

second-growth poplar, birch and pine with the usual dense 

growth of low-growing brush.

The weather during the line-cutting and the geophysical 

surveys was usual for this time of year; mostly snow and rain.
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In this report there is some repetition of back 

ground information from my reports "Preliminary Exploration 

Report on the Property of Teckora Mines Limited, Teck Township, 

Ontario, August, 1971" and also my "Supplementary Report on the 

Reconnaissance VLF and Magnetic Geophysical Surveys on the 

Property of Teckora Mines Limited, Teck Township, Ontario, 

October, 1971". This repetition is necessary so that this 

report is complete in itself without reference to some other 

report not immediately available.

Property Description, Area and Topography

Sixteen claims comprise this contiguous group of 

claims numbered 317175 to 317190. The area is about 640 acres. 

They are located in the west central portion of Teck Township.

The Mining Recorder's office in Kirkland Lake shows 

that the claims were recorded by Charles Thibodeau, Miner's 

Licence K17690, on May 25th, 1971. These claims were trans 

ferred to Teckora Mines Limited on August 30th, 1971, under 

Miner's Licence T452.

For the first year to May 25th, 1972, twenty days 

assessment work must be recorded on each claim. Two hundred 

days assessment work must be recorded on each claim during the 

next five years before May 25th, 1976 in order to obtain a re 

newable lease on these claims.

The topograph is fairly level with many rook outcrops,
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Second growth poplar, birch and pine grow on this property with 

thick low-groving brush.

Accessibility. Local Resources and Climate

The property is readily accessible from Highway 66 

at Chaput-Hughes, one mile west of Kirkland Lake. A black- 

topped road one-quarter mile to the northwest to the Macassa 

Mine turns into a rough east-west gravel-based bush road that 

crosses the Amikougami Creek one and one-half miles from 

Chaput-Hughes. A north-south bush road starting 600 feet west 

of the Amikougami Creek bridge crossed several claims on the 

property at a distance of one-half mile north. Access for 

drilling equipment will be relatively easy after some minor 

road preparation. Small swamp areas will have to be by-passed.

The Ontario Northland Railroad from Noranda to Swastika 

passes within a half mile of the property to the southeast. The 

road crossing on this railroad was dug out and a barrier located 

so that trucks could not cross. Small vehicles may cross the 

track with difficulty.

Electric power ie available from Ontario Hydro lines 

about one mile east of the property.

Water is available all year from Amikougami Creek 

which crosses the property.

The climate is typical of Northern Ontario with snow 

cover through December to April, with temperatures that may be 

as cold as minus 60 0F. for a few days, usually in February.
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The growing season is from Kay to September inclusive, with 

temperatures to 90" F. for a few days in July and August. The 

rainfall averages about 31 inches per year.
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Gepphysical Correlation vdth the Geology

Geophysical measurements act aa a guide to indicate 

geological conductive conditions at depth, in an area considered 

to be geologically favorable for the deposition of ore minerals.

Geophysical results must be prepared and mapped in such 

a way thot they may be translated into geological terms and poss 

ibilities in order to be of assistance in the exploration and the 

testing of a mining property.

Some geological knowledge must be available in order to 

derive the maximum benefit from a geophysical examination.

Governmental Haps and Reports

There are many geological reports on the Kirkland Lake 

area. The most recent and comprehensive governmental reports and 

maps are "Fifty-seventh Annual Report, Ontario Department of Mines, 

Volume LV1I, Part 5, 1948", and, Ontario Department of Mines 

Mineral Resources Circular No. 3, "Mineral Resources and Mining 

Properties in the Kirkland Lake-Larder Lake Area" by W. S. Savage,

Regional Geology

Apparently structural control is more important than the 

rock formations for the development of ore bodies in this area. 

Precambrian rocks only are found in this local area.
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Keewatin acid und basic lavas, and tuffs and iron formation are the 

oldest rocks. l'timiskaming sediments; trachyte, tuff and conglom 

erate were laid down on the erosional surface of the older rocks,

All of these older formations have been violently folded 

so that they are now in a more or less vertical attitude. Their 

strike is more or less east-west with large variations, and they 

may be overfolded.

During Algoman time, large masses of syenite, granite, 

diorite and gabbro and related rocks intruded all of the older rocks. 

Carbonate zones developed during this period by replacement of the 

existing rocks by siliceous carbonate material. The carbonatization 

process is believed to be related to the ore deposition in some 

places.

Faulting, horizontal as well as vertical is found in all 

parts of the area, striking in all directions, but with an east- 

west preference, and, with secondary north-south faults. These 

faults have west of their movement more recently than Algoman 

time. However, they may have originally developed before or 

during the emplacement of the Algoman intrusives, and in this 

cas  they may indicate zones of carbonatization and channelwaye 

for ore solutions.

Local Geology

On the sixteen claims comprising the Teckora group the 

rocks exposed are chiefly Algoman syenite and porphyry, and basic
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diorites and gabbro. The older Keewatin lavas also outcrop.

These formations are about one mile north of the 

generally east-west Main Kirkland Lake fault system which passes 

through the seven producing raines of the camp.

The Algoman intrusives in the south part of the claim 

group are similar to those in the gold-producing part of the 

Kirkland Lake camp. The association of basic rocks and older 

lavas may be the loci for base metal deposits.

Many old trenches, some exposing quartz veins, are found 

on this property.

One old drill hole making water is directed north under 

an east-west creek depression on claim 317182. No information 

about the results of this drilling is available.

The Araikougami Creek fault system is a north-south 

depression that could have a significant effect on mineral depos 

ition. Obviously the major movement of this fault system is more 

recent than the Algoman time of the intrusions of syenite, porphyry, 

diorite and gabbro and gold and other mineral deposition. But this 

fault system may be along an older line of weakness that could 

favor mineral deposition.

By modern concepts of mining exploration these claims 

are practically unexplored. Only rock outcrops were examined, 

tore than 90# of the property is covered with overburden. The 

depressions between the; outcrops should be prospected by geo 

physical methodK as the first step in the exploration of this 

property.
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The gold ore bodies have a closer relationship to 

structure than to rock types. In other words, a structural 

condition such as faulting, fracturing, shearing and breccia 

tion is considered to be a more favorable location for carbon 

atization and gold veins than any particular rock type.

Favorable host rocks such as syenite and syenite 

porphyry were early considered to be the place to explore. 

Now we know that ore conditions may develop in any rock type, 

with the exception of formations developed since Algoman time,

GoldJjfcins

Gold deposits are found in fissure and quartB veins, 

quartz stock work deposits, in carbonate zones, quartz-sulphide 

deposits in lavfas and tuffs, sulphide deposits and in talc- 

chlorite schists, and in mineralized dikes. Quartz is the 

principal gangue mineral. Secondary minerals are sericite, 

carbonates, chlorite and pyrite.

Tt appears that gold was the last to be deposited. 

It is found native in the vein minerals, and fractures, and with 

pyrite. Jt occurs in the tellurides, calaverite (AuTeg) and 

petzite (AgAu)2Te. Silver is also found. Other minerals are 

chalcopyrite, hematite, galena, sphalerite, molybdenite, graphite, 

and the tellurides altaite (PbTe) coloradoite (HgTe) and melonite
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Lconojrdc^ Oeological Oong^

We hope for gold veins and base metal deposits, On 

this property the formations are similar to those found in assoc 

iation with the gold occurrences in the nearby producing mines, 

Base metal deposits are found associated with the rock types 

found on this property.

Favorable structural conditions appear to be the all- 

important factors, with faulting, shearing, schisting and breccia 

tion as the controlling conditions.

A geological examination of the rocks outcropping on 

this property will be helpful in evaluating the geophysical con 

ductive and magnetic anomalies that are found on this property.

Follow-up drilling will then determine the economic 

value of the anomalous eones.
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The Geophysical Methods Used

Two geophysical methods are used for this examination.

The Very l,ow Frequency (VLF) method, made possible by 

the development of the Ronka LM16 receiver, is used to locate 

2. o ne e of relatively higher conductivity, usually caused by shearing, 

faulting, schisting, fracturing or brecciation and conductive 

sulphides in the bedrock.

Accurate recordings of the intensity of the earth* s 

magnetic field at the surface when suitably plotted will in 

dicate the relative distribution of the magnetic minerals in 

the underlying bedrock.

A comparison of the results of the two methods may 

assist in the interpretation of the geophysical data into geo 

logical possibilities for mineral concentration.

The VLb Method and Procedure f or Geophysical Prospeoting

The VLF Transmitters

Very Low Frequency (VLF) transmitters (15 to 25 kHa) 

are located fall over the world. These transmitters originate 

Morse Code and pulsed continuous wave carriers. Their particular 

application is for world-wide communication with submarines under 

conductive seawater . VLF radiation has considerable penetration 

into the earth.
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The radiation is vertically polarized and propagates 

radially in straight linea concentrically from the transmitter. 

The radiation is characterized by low path attenuation which is 

relatively stable with time.

Changes in the usual propagation pattern of VLF radia 

tion are Introduced by such factors as land-sea boundaries, topo 

graphic surface elevation differences, and changes in the ground 

characteristics. Good conductors in the earth, such as sulphides 

and graphite eones, and shears and faults of some considerable 

dimension, will have a tendency to concentrate and locally dis 

tort VLF radi&tiori. Artificial conductors such as pipe lines, 

fences, electric lines and railroad tracks distort these fields.

VLF transmissions are most strongly concentrated by 

electrically conductive zones with a strike or longitudinal 

dimension along the radial path of propagation from each trans- * 

witter, Vihere the strike of the conductive zones is not known 

it is advisable to record the results from two VLF transmitters 

vhose azimuth direction from the area of survey is about 90" 

apart. In this case the radiation from the transmitters at 

Balboa, C, 55,, and Jim Creek, Washington were used. Their 

azimuth direction is about 180 r and 285*, respectively,

The VLF Receiver

The Ronkft EK16 receiver for VLF radiation has two 

directional antenna nt rifht angles. By means of earphones and
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null direction r *, ception the azimuth to the transmitting station 

is determine s j and rlso, the dip of the field at right angles to 

this direction, and the phase difference, from point to point in 

the area to be tested. These parameters may be determined from 

two transmitting stations, with the Ronka receiver.

Readings are usually taken at 100 foot intervals along 

profile llnep crossing the general geological strike of the area 

examined. Conductive zones are indicated by anomalous dips of 

the fie3d in the vicinity, with a vertical orientation directly 

over a conductive gone. When the dips are recorded and placed 

on a map, the conductive zones may be traced and the dip of these 

rones may be indicated also. For conductive zones parallel to the 

profile lines a careful examination of the results le necessary to 

determine the location of the axis.

Th e M

Th@ magnetic recordings are made by means of an accurate 

Sharpe IT-1 flux-gate magnetometer adjusted to a sensitivity of 

twenty gfcmmsp per scale division.

The mfcp.net i c component at any point on the eurface will 

uniudly differ from the average value for the region. Anomalous 

intensities are caused by magnetic minerals below. The magnetic 

susceptibility of rocks IB generally accounted for by the contained 

magnetite although other magnetic minerals such as pyrrhotite may 

contribute to the obr-erved intensity.
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Ihjt-' method is used for the direct location of magnetic 

l euch st iron formations. Magnetic surveys may assist in 

geological napping. The plotted results, when compared with the 

knc'Wn geological conditions, frequently yield information for the 

solution of geological problems, especially where the bedrock is 

covered by overburden, l&gnetic anomalies are often found associated 

with foraational contacts and structural features. Dikes and faults 

may be located and traced. The depth to the upper magnetic pole may 

be estimated under favorable conditions where large tabular magnetic 

depositK occur.

Zones of stronger magnetic intensity indicate concentrations 

of magnetite and pyrrhotite. These minerals often acconpany valuable 

non-magnetic mineral concentrations. On the other hand a lower 

magnetic intensity may signify important zones of alteration where 

magnetite Is changed to non-magnetic minerals.
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I!!5':Ji^Ulj^ OF THK GKOPHYSICAL SURVEYS 

The Maps (numbered 71-79-1, -2 and -3)

Accompanying this report are three maps drawn on a 

scale of one Inch equals 250 feet (scale ratio Ii3000). These 

maps shove tho results of the VLF survey field work (Jim Creek 

and Balboa), f.nd the magnetic survey.

On all of these maps the picketed and taped north- 

r.outh l j ne R are shown with their related east-west base- and 

tie-liner.. These are traced from a map dated December 2nd, 

1971 by T, D. Brown vho carried out the line-cutting contract. 

The Araikoup&mi. Creek is shown. The Mining Claims are also 

numbered on these maps.

A Location Map, traced from the Township Claim Map, 

ecsle one inch equals 1320 feet, shows the sixteen contiguous 

raining claims. It is shown in a box in a corner of the larger 

map.

The peophyr-ical anomalies are shown on each of these 

maps, and also the drill locations chosen for further examination 

tind testing.

The dip of the VU field together with a quadrature 

phase difference is plotted as a percentage using the picketed 

survey lines as e zero base. These are distinctively colored 

in red and blue for identification and correlation.
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The rtlf'tive magnetic field, intensity is shown in 

ti pt ^G foot intervals on the picketed profile lines, 

Lines of equal intensity are shown. Areas with intensities 

more than 8500 gammas are shaded with blue color, and areas 

with a magnetic intensity less than 7600 gammas are colored 

red.

The Results of the VLF Surveys (Maps 71*79-1 and -2)

10.5 miles of profile were examined by means of VLF 

observations at 100 foot intervals. At each observation point 

the VLF puraiuBtere from the radiation from the Jim Creek trans 

mitter to the west in the State of Washington were recorded, 

At the same time, VLF readings from the radiation from the 

Balboa VLF transmitter to the south in the Panama Canal Zone 

vere taken.

Two east-west zones of VLF anomalies indicating con 

ducting conditions are traced on the western portion of the 

property. These aones should be tested for economic concentra 

tions of minerals.

In the vicinity of Ainikougami Creek a north-south zone 

of conductivity is indicated by VLF anomalies. This zone should 

be tested by drilling.

Mips numbered 71-79-1 and -2 show the results of the 

VLF field won;, axl also the location for the drilling recommended 

to test trio fconefi located,
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t he Magnetl c Survey (Ha^ 71-79-3.)

The earth's magnetic field is measured at 50 foot 

intervals on the lines on the property. The magnetic intensity 

varies from a low of 52,125 gammas, to a high of 63,870 gammas, 

with en average intensity of about 58,000 gammas.

The magnetic variations do not appear to be related to 

the VLF anomalies, but they do show evidence of north-south fault 

ing and movement.

10.5 miles of profile line are examined by means of a 

magnetic survey.

Dri3 li nP; Reeorronendat ions

A number of geophysical anomalies indicating conductive 

zones should be tested for economic concentrations of gold or 

base metals.

The locations chosen for testing by drilling are listed 

here and on the accompanying maps more or less in the order of 

priority.

Coordinates of
S^-li fiAk?ft, o.

l/ N0750 KOaOO

2/ Ml450 f 0400

3/ N1200 W1600

4/ N1JOO H2000

5/ S0550 W2000

6/ S1025 W0400

Dip Of
hole

-W

-W

~45 C

 45*"

-45*"

-^

Length of hole 
in feet

wo
420

420

420

420

330 
2430

Azimuth 
of hole

45 p

0"

330*

150*

160*

0"
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The rtjipi'rtrnf-nt of Mines has approved their Exploration 

/insistence rebate of one-third on a S19,000. expenditure, This 

money rebate will pay for some additional drilling.

Thnrefore, if the exploratory drilling on this property 

pivtts satisfactory evidence of economic concentration of minerals, 

then the vho]e program of 2130 feet of drilling should be carried 

out as tabulated above.
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c'pipiicipn1 .'. A!:D Ki..cci-n;:i;r'U;30Ks

The property is well located with respect to geo 

logical and structural conditions favorable for mineral con 

centrations, and the geophysical surveys show anomalous con 

ditions that are interpreted to indicate sheared and mineral 

ized zones.

It is recoiuinended that these zones be tested for 

economic deposits of minerals, gold and base metals, by drilling,

On the accompanying maps the sections recommended to be 

tested by drilling are shown. About 2000 feet of drilling should 

test the acnes geophysically indicated. Further drill holes to 

check the results obtained may be laid out by reference to the 

anomalous zones indicated on the raps.

After the drilling is completed a decision may be a&de 

about further exploratory work on this property.

In the meantime, this report is,

Respectfully submitted, '
" V 7 , 4f-/^ 
xJi^   ^

Douglas^ Burton, P.'-Eng. 
Geophysicist .

Cobalt, Ontario 
December 30th, 1971
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